**Enjoy** the ambiance of our park-like setting and panoramic lakeside view.

**Relax** in the comfortable seating of our spacious, upscale and professionally appointed classrooms.

**Take Advantage** of our multimedia technology, wireless network environment, and high-speed internet connectivity.

**Conveniently Located...**
- Only minutes from the Capital (I-495) and Baltimore (I-695) Beltways, BWI Airport, and about a mile from Exit 41 off I-95
- The Center is just blocks from Columbia restaurants and lodging establishments

**Convenient** free parking and close proximity to dining, hotel and retail services.

**Utilize** the planning and support services of our experienced staff to make your event both trouble free and productive.

**Visit** us in person, online at www.loyola.edu/columbia, or speak with our event scheduler at 410-617-7601.

Loyola College Graduate Center
Columbia Campus
8890 McGaw Road
Columbia, MD 21045
410-617-7601

www.loyola.edu/columbia
Preferred Rooms

The Expanded Program Room is an ideal choice for large conference meetings and special events because of its flexibility of seating arrangements, utilizing round and/or rectangular tables, or only chairs arranged in theater style (150).

A few of the possible arrangements are pictured in the border at the top of the page.

For smaller events, this room can be divided into the Program Room (45) with round tables, and an Executive Classroom (32), each retaining the same flexibility of seating arrangements.

Our 40-person Executive Classrooms, set up in double-U configurations of rectangular tables, are well suited for seminars, meetings and trainings. Or perhaps you may need our 80-person Classroom Duplex with the tables arranged in rows, or our Computer Classroom with 36 computers and interactive technology console.

All of these rooms, in addition to our executive Seminar and Conference Rooms have fully Integrated Presentation Technology Systems.

Call 410-617-7601 for fee information or to discuss how our resources can specifically meet your requirements.

Integrated Presentation Technology

All classrooms, seminar and conference rooms have Integrated Presentation Technology systems that project multimedia images from a ceiling projector onto an electronically operated projection screen, all controlled from an easy to use remote at the podium style console.

Presentation Technology Systems include:

- Computer Projection (Microsoft Office)
- High Speed Internet Connectivity
- Wireless Network Environment
- Laptop Computer Connection
- VCR
- DVD
- Document Camera
- Satellite TV

Room/Capacity Options include:

- Program Room (45)
- Expanded Program Room (150)
- Executive Classrooms (40)
- Classroom Duplex (80)
- Tiered Classrooms (28 & 52)
- Computer Classroom (36)
- Seminar Room (12)
- Conference Room (8)
- Distance Learning Classroom (38)
- Breakout Rooms Available

Design your function with the rooms that meet your unique requirements.